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This paper explores the interdependence between organology and phonology in the
Yoruba dùndún and bàtá drums. We analyze how the specific features of these drums,
such as corpus shape, size, kind and number of membranes, and playing techniques
affect their systems of speech surrogacy. The study relies on field recordings collected by
the authors in Lagos, Nigeria, in February 2020, featuring drummed performances of
Yoruba sentences previously unknown to the informants. The recorded sentences were
transcribed and analyzed comparatively, which allows us to characterize systematic
regularities in the speech-to-drum mapping. Observing how the intrinsic characteristics
of language sounds (pitch, duration, intensity and spectrum) are addressed by means of
the organologic and acoustic properties of the dùndún and the bàtá, we conclude that
these drums’ different properties foster distinct speech surrogacy systems. Alongside a
consideration of native perspectives on speech surrogacy, we propose an understanding
of drum languages as platforms capable of supporting the development of native theories
on sound and language.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the current state of an ongoing investigation into the speech surrogacy systems of
the dùndún and bàtá drums of the Yoruba people in Southwestern Nigeria. Used for communication
in a series of daily situations, as well as in civic and religious rituals, the dùndún and bàtá drums are
capable of mimicking the spoken Yoruba language, thus being popularly referred to, both in Nigeria
and abroad, as “talking drums.”

Themain focus of interest of the investigations resides in the fact that the dùndún and bàtá drums,
besides playing distinct cultural roles in the Yoruba community, are very different instruments, and
are related to the spoken language in different ways, yet still fulfill a similar function as “talking”
drums, or speech surrogates (Beier, 1954; Arewa and Niyi, 1980; Euba, 1990; Klein, 2000; Ruskin,
2013; Oludare, 2020, 2021, and others). On a cultural level, the bàtá and dùndún differ largely on
their contextual applications, as well as on their traditional and religious customs. While the bàtá is
generally regarded as a religious instrument protected by specific ritual codes of the orisá devotion,
the dùndún is present both in diverse religious settings, as well as in urban popular music. On a
musical level, these drums have different tuning systems, number and kind of membranes, as well as
varied playing techniques. Each of them displays its own phonological system, which is related to the
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Yoruba language based on distinct parameters. The present study
aims at comparing the linguistic usages of the bàtá and dùndún.
This is done by studying the regularities found in the mapping
between Yoruba phonology and the speech surrogacy practices
on the two drums. To this end, we analyze how drummers make
use of the specific features of their instruments when performing
texts, and which general rules can be identified in the translation
from a spoken utterance to a drummed utterance.

Like most African languages, Yoruba is a tonal language,
where pitch variations distinguish lexical entries and
grammatical processes (Pulleyblank, 2004; Ajiboye, 2011).
Yoruba has three relative pitches – Low, Mid and High –
known as ohùn ìsàlè, àárín, and òkè in Yoruba terminology.
In present-day Nigeria, the three Yoruba speech tones are more
commonly referred to as Do, Re andMi, respectively. These terms
are inspired by Western music theory, yet with no particular
relation to their conventional frequencies or interval ratios.
Additionally, the Yoruba speech tone system is characterized
by a series of glides connecting these three basic pitches.

The studied drums display distinct organological features that
determine how they are used in rendering Yoruba speech. The
dùndún drums are flexible tension drums, and are used mostly to
imitate the tonal inflections of Yoruba, with three tones, or
pitches, and different glides between them. At present, two
types of dùndún drums are used regularly: ìyáàlù dùndún and
the gángan. These two types of the dùndún share the same basic
construction, and differ mostly in size, with the gángan being
about half the size of the ìyáàlù dùndún. Unlike the dùndún, bàtá
drums have fixed membranes: two on the ìyáàlu bàtá and three
(playable) on the omele bàtá. The different membranes may be
played simultaneously, or separately from one another.

Most actual performances with dùndún and bàtá drums
involve a traditional repertoire of texts, including praise poetry
(oríkì) and proverbs (òwe). However, the musicians are capable of
drumming any given text in Yoruba. This paper concentrates on
this trait. Our aim is to contribute to the on-going formal
description of these speech surrogates (Oyelami, 1989, Euba,
1990 and 2011, Villepastour, 2010, and Akinbo, 2019), by
comparing the way in which previously unknown sentences
are played on the four types of drums we study.

The research is based on a collection of 12 sentences in Yoruba
as performed on the ìyáàlù dùndún (Mr. Ayanlere Alajede),
gángan (Mr. Kangan Bamidele), ìyáàlù bàtá and omele bàtá1.
Each drummer was asked to perform the sentences on his
instrument. The sentences, previously unknown to the
drummers, were composed by the researchers and display
varied phrasal structures and vocabulary, and were read out
loud to the drummers by a native speaker in the moment of
recording. The drummers were allowed to take some time, if
necessary, to internalize the sentences before playing them on
their drums, but, with the exception of some of the longer
sentences, most of the drummers responded immediately after
the linguistic stimuli. Each sentence was recorded in three

rhythmically distinct versions. The first of them corresponds
to what was characterized by Akin Euba (1990) as “speech
mode,” i.e., without a specific rhythmic background the
drummer has to relate to. In the second and third versions,
the drummers were requested to perform the same sentences in
the “dance mode” (ibid.), which matches two common rhythmic
accompaniments, with both 16- and 12-pulse time-line patterns
(Kubik, 2008).

The recordings were transcribed and annotated. This was used
to identify how different drummers, using distinct instruments in
various (musical and linguistic) situations, transfer the linguistic
data to a drummed equivalent, and what techniques they use in
doing so. The results were used for comparing the speech
surrogacy systems supported by the four instruments.

By means of a side-by-side comparison of the dùndún and bàtá
speech surrogacy systems, we focus on similarities between distinct
drum sounds, and the sounds of language. For this reason, beyond
exploring the mapping between units of speech and drum sounds,
we stress the acoustic ground on which this system relies, and
how humans perceive these sounds. For that, we use both
spectrograms – as an objective tool for the visualization and
analysis of sound phenomena – and fragments of interviews
with Yoruba musicians, who describe, by means of their own
knowledge and sensibility, how the sounds of the drums they play
relate to the sounds of the language they speak.

THE DÙNDÚN SPEECH SURROGACY

The Yoruba dùndún drums are hourglass-shaped bi-
membranophones manufactured in distinct sizes. Here, we
concentrate on the gángan and on the ìyáàlù dùndún, whose
basic construction is the same. In a traditional dùndún ensemble,
the ìyáàlù takes the leading role and is responsible for most text-
based passages.

The dùndún ensemble comprises at least five instruments,
belonging to three sub-families: 1) the ìyáàlù sub-family,
consisting of the ìyáàlù—the “mother drum,” leader of the
ensemble, as well as the keríkerì, ìsáájú, and ìkehìn; 2) the
gángan sub-family, consisting of the gángan, the àdàmò (often
called “gángan” too; see below), and the kànàngó; and 3) the
gúdúgúdú sub-family, which only has one type of drum. The
instruments of the ìyáàlù and gángan families are all tension
drums in distinct sizes, whereas the gúdúgúdú is a kettle (non-
tension) drum.

Sometimes, two ìyáàlù drums may be engaged in the
ensemble, with the second referred to as the èjìn, providing an
effect of a two-tone bass melo-rhythmic pattern.While the ìyáàlù,
gudugudu, keríkerì, ìsáájú, and ìkehìn are the standard drum
members of dùndún ensembles, any one or all of the gángan,
àdàmò, and kànàngómay also be included in the ensemble, often
duplicating one of the keríkerì, ìsáájú, and ìkehìn drums, as
required by the musical performance (King, 1961; Adegbite,
1988; Euba, 1990; Olaniyan, 2008; Oluga and Babalola, 2012;
Osundina, 2015; Olatunji, 2017; Oludare, 2018). It is important to
note that the traditional name “gángan” is now used
interchangeably for two different drums. According to Kangan

1Our main bàtá informant, a master drummer from Àyán tradition, requested to
remain anonymous.
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Bamidele and Ayanlere Alajede (personal communication on
February 3, 2020), the àdàmò is now referred to as the
gángan, which is ubiquitous in the urban settings, favored
among young drummers, and adopted in popular and gospel
music. In the present paper, we opted to use this current
terminology.

The attachment and tuning of the membranes are achieved in
the dùndún drums using multiple cords made from animal skin,
which are fastened on the flexible rims surrounding the
membranes, and connect the two membranes to each other
without contact to the wooden corpus of the drum. The drums
are carried horizontally on the musician’s shoulder with a strap
and played with the curved stick opá, a wooden beater in “J” form.
The bigger ìyáàlù drum is carried on the height of the musician’s
waist, while the (smaller) gángan is carried in a similar way to a
purse, under the axil. The player of the ìyáàlù dùndún embraces
some of the tuning cords of the drumwith the left hand2, thus they
can increase or release the tension of the membranes by squeezing
the drum between their fingers and against their waist. On the
gángan, a similar technique applies, but with the drum being
compressed between the drummer’s upper arm and ribs. The left
hand of the gángan player is kept on the upper side of the drum’s
rim. On this instrument, also the fingertips and nails of the left
hand are used to provide percussive sounds and to mute the drum
membrane (when required) in-between drum strokes.

This flexible tuning mechanism, combined with the unique
fashion in which each of the drums is carried, allows drummers to
vary the tension of the membranes continuously by applying
more or less pressure to the tuning cords, which affects the drum’s
pitch. Players use this technique to imitate the three basic Yoruba
tones, as well as the tone inflections that occur on rising or falling
gliding tones or between syllables of distinct tones.

Playing the dùndún drums involves an interplay between the opá
strokes and changes in the membrane tension. Before striking the
membrane, the drummer can adjust the membrane to three basic
levels of tension: a loosened stage, without applying any tension to
the membrane (producing a low pitch that mimics the low speech
tone); a half-way tensioned stage, applying some pressure on the
tuning cords (mid speech tone); or a tight stage, when full pressure
is applied (high speech tone). After striking the membrane, the
drummer can make further modifications to the tuning of the
instrument, causing the pitch to rise or fall while the membrane
continues to vibrate. This generates gliding pitches that are used to
imitate the tonal inflections used in Yoruba speech. Describing this
interplay requires isolating single units of action within a sequence
of strokes and movements, which we have achieved using the
annotation method described below.

The Dùndún Phonology
In his comprehensive work on the dùndún drums, Akin Euba
(1990) did not have access to the use of spectrograms or any other
technology that would facilitate a detailed description or graphic

visualization of the nuances of intonation of the dùndún drums.
Due to these technical limitations, this aspect of the dùndún
phonology is treated only in a rather rudimentary way in his
transcriptions and analysis. Akinbo (2019) takes an initial crucial
step into filling this gap, describing a range of distinct possibilities
of tonal inflections that can be performed on a dùndún drum to
represent short words of one or two syllables. The present work
contributes to the study of the dùndún phonology by describing
the regularities found in the ways dùndún playing techniques are
used to render diverse phonological aspects of Yoruba in longer,
varied sentences, largely relying on detailed annotation of
spectrograms.

Representing the recordings in spectrograms allows us to isolate
the opá stroke (or onset) and the sustained sound produced by the
vibrating membrane, thus facilitating the description of the sounds
used in the course of a dùndún performance. On a spectrogram,
each stroke appears as a vertical line crossing the whole image. This
is due to the fact that the impact of the drum-stick on the skin
produces a fair amount of “noise” (diffused sound frequencies),
which decays within a very short period of time. Immediately after
the onset, the vibrating membrane emits a clearly defined pitch,
which can be read on the spectrogram as a horizontal line or as a
curve, varying according to the tension applied to the membrane by
the player. Accordingly, the spectrogram of a dùndún performance
contains data on 1) the moment of impact of the opá, 2) the initial
pitch of the sound, 3) the tuning, i.e., tension variations of a sound,
including themoment and rate these variations take place, as well as
4) the intensity (amplitude) and 5) the overall duration of a sound.

Figure 1 shows the spectrogram for an ìyáàlù dùndún
rendition of the sentence “Bàbá àgbàlagbà kaán jókòó lórí àga
pupa” (“There is an old man sitting on a red chair”). With a few
exceptions, which will be commented on later, each syllable
corresponds to one stroke (vertical line) and the subsequent
horizontal line or curve to its right.

The shape of each of these lines and curves can be described
by observing how the pitch is caused to rise, fall or stagnate as a
result of changes in the membrane tension. The sounds
produced by a dùndún drum can thus be annotated as
sound shapes resulting from a sequential combination of
specific movements of both arms, and in direct correlation
with the phonemes of the Yoruba language. Each of these
shapes, as described in the example below, contains precise
information on the kind, intensity and speed of the left-arm
movements related to the tuning of the membrane, as well as
the moment in time in which the opá strokes and arm
movements take place.

Table 1 describes examples for the annotation of spectrogram
shapes encountered on dùndún performances and their mapping
to the corresponding playing techniques and the spoken syllables
they represent. Each shape is formed by one ormore vertical lines,
indicating the moment of onset (impact of the opá on the
membrane), and one or more lines or curves indicating the
course of the sound with its pitch variations.

The column “playing technique” indicates the initial stage of
the membrane (loosened, half-way tight or tight), the position of
each stroke (Pos. 1 � first action), and the presence (+) or absence
(−) of movement (pressure increase/release/oscillation) and its

2All references to the handedness of playing techniques in the present text describe
the most common practice for right-handed drummers. There can be differences
between individual players.
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TABLE 1 | The phonology of the dùndún. The black shapes on the spectrogram images were manually added by the researchers to facilitate reading.

Spectrogram
shape

Playing technique Acoustic resultant Phonological meaning Notation Example

Membrane: loosen Sound on low pitch Syllable on low tone (do) [do] Bàbá
Pos. 1: strike (−) movement

Membrane: half-way tight Sound on mid pitch Syllable on mid tone (re) [re] Àga
Pos. 1: strike (−) movement

Membrane: tight Sound on high pitch Syllable on high tone (mi) [mi] Lórí
Pos. 1: strike (−) movement

(Continued on following page)

FIGURE 1 | Ìyáàlù dùndún spectrogram for the sentence “Bàbá àgbàlagbà kaán jókòó lórí àga pupa” (“there is an old man sitting on a red chair”). All spectrograms
in the present study were generated with the freeware Sonic Visualizer, available under https://www.sonicvisualiser.org/ (downloaded on January 08, 2021).
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rate (slow or quick) with the left arm of the player. These shapes
and their classification form a basic repertoire of sound units that
can be used to describe and compare dùndún performances of
speech texts, with every shape corresponding to one or sometimes
two syllables. The columns “acoustic resultant” and “phonological
meaning” describe how each drum sound is perceived acoustically
and how it is related to the sounds of spoken Yoruba.

The “notation” column represents drum sounds with minimal
number of symbols, as follows:

- The notes do, re and mi refer respectively to the low, mid and
high tones of Yoruba speech as used conventionally today
by Yoruba speakers in allusive manner, without any

correspondence to the actual pitches or interval ratios they
represent in Western music theory.
- The symbols ∧ and ∨ placed before a tone name signalize that
the tone in question was reached through an up- or
downwards glide, respectively.
- The symbols ∧ and ∨ placed after a tone name signalize an
up- or downwards glide after the tone in question.
- The symbol ∼ represents a pitch oscillation.
- The square brackets [] indicate that the sound between them
was produced by a strike with the playing stick opá.
- The round brackets () indicate that the sound between them
was concatenated to the previous sound through a glide
without a new opá strike immediately before it.

TABLE 1 | (Continued) The phonology of the dùndún. The black shapes on the spectrogram images were manually added by the researchers to facilitate reading.

Spectrogram
shape

Playing technique Acoustic resultant Phonological meaning Notation Example

Membrane: half-way tight Sound on mid pitch with oscillation Syllable on mid tone (re) [re∼] àgbàlagbà
Pos. 1: strike (+) movement:
oscillation up-down

Membrane: tight Sound on high pitch dropped after
sounding

Syllable on high tone before syllable on low tone [mi ∨] Jókòó
Pos. 1: strike (−) movement
(+) movement: pressure release:
quick

Membrane: loosen Upwards glide followed by
downwards glide

Syllable on high tone followed by syllable on low
tone on the same vowel (diphthong)

[∧
mi] (∨do)

Bàbá àgbà
Pos. 1: strike (+) movement:
pressure increase: quick
(+) movement: pressure release:
quick

Membrane: loosen Sound on low pitch followed by
upwards glide

Syllable on low tone followed by syllable on high
tone on the same vowel

[do] (∧ mi) Jókòó
Pos. 1: strike (+) movement:
pressure increase: slow

Membrane: tight Double stroke on high pitch
followed by downwards glide

“quick” syllable on high pitch followed by syllable
on low tone

[(mi) (∨do)] Lórí àga
Pos. 1: strike (−) movement
Pos. 2: strike (+) movement:
pressure release: slow
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- Double strokes, produced by the rapid re-bounce of the opá
stick, are represented as e.g., [re re] or [re mi].

Departing from the description of the shapes seen above, it is
possible to establish a generative model, or finite state machine,
describing how each membrane tension stage is assigned to one
Yoruba speech syllable in the dùndún speech surrogacy, as well as
how single tension stages can be concatenated between strokes,
rendering the intonational glides of Yoruba speech.

In the model above (Figure 2), the L, M and H states represent
the different levels of membrane tension, which are related to the
three tones of Yoruba speech, commonly referred to as do, re and
mi, respectively. The arrows represent the possible transitions
from one tension state to another or the permanence on one state,
as a result of the increase, decrease or maintenance of the pressure
applied by the player’s left arm and hand to the tuning cords. The
transitions are annotated according to their interpretation in
Yoruba speech and identified with the help of a number and
letter combination (1a, 2a etc.). Each sound is understood as the
transition or the concatenation of transitions occurring after a
stroke and before the next stroke. Normally, not more than two
transitions are concatenated, due to the limited duration of the
audible vibration of the membrane.

Through a nuanced stick playing technique, the player of the
ìyáàlù dùndún is also able to take vowel intrinsic intensity into

account when modulating the force with which the membrane is
hit (Villepastour, 2010, p. 83). On the amplitude wave in
Figure 3, it is noticeable that the syllables containing the
vowels high vowels /i/ and /u/ are played in a significantly
softer manner (lower amplitude), when compared to the
surrounding strokes.

This tendency can be observed throughout the analyzed data,
even there, where achieving this contrast in amplitude demands a
complex playing technique. In the beginning of the double strokes
“sí ojà” and “mi ra”, shown on Figure 4, the achievement of the
contrast between soft and strong strokes requires the first attack
of each double or re-bouncing stroke to be played softer than the
second attack, which means that the player must skillfully
increase the beater’s energy between both strokes within a very
short time frame.

Although the representation of vowel height is present
throughout the ìyáàlù dùndún data that we collected, it should
be pointed out that it is not necessarily recognized by the artists.
Our main informant for the ìyáàlù dùndún, Mr. Ayanlere
Alajede, a prestigious senior dùndún master drummer,
suggested that vowel height is not part of the ìyáàlù dùndún
speech surrogacy. For him, this practice relies solely on the
reproduction of the pitch component of Yoruba speech.
Evidently, the relation between vowel height and amplitude
cannot be expected to be consciously perceived by any speaker

FIGURE 2 | Graphic representation of the dùndún speech surrogacy system as a finite state machine.
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of any natural language, as this relation is hardly conceived
without means for acoustic measurement. The relation
between vowel height and amplitude can be considered as an
acoustic by-product of vowel intrinsic intensity3, rather than a
phonological distinction. The fact that the imitation of speech by
highly skilled drummers is sensitive to such relations gives us a
hint as to the extent to which “talking” and “drumming” are kept
close by masters of this craft.

The gángan, apart from being smaller in size than the ìyáàlù
dùndún, features the same construction elements and a similar
playing technique. The most relevant differences between the two
drums, as seen in our dataset, concern the glides and the
rendering of the /r/ consonant, present to a lesser extent on
the gángan, as well as the differentiation between high and non-
high vowels by means of amplitude, absent on our gángan
recordings. The absence of these traits on the gángan speech
surrogacy can be tracked back mostly to the cultural context of
this instrument in present-day urban Nigeria. According to
Kangan Bamidele (personal communication on February 4,
2020), most gángan players today only learn the instrument in
an urban environment, thus learning only the necessary playing
techniques required to apply the drum in the orin àsìkò (popular
music) or ìgbàlódé (modern music) settings. Ayanlere Alajede
also argues that, while rendering intonational glides and the /r/
consonant should be regarded as the most correct practice for all
dùndún drums, including the gángan, the modern day gángan

players often omit them due to their limited knowledge of the
tradition. He added that only those who learn through the Ayan
(Yoruba indigenous knowledge system of drumming)
apprenticeship will know the às

_
à (culture) and ìs

_
e (practice) of

the drum, with regards to communicating in Yoruba Language
and mastery of its full performance techniques (personal
communication on February 4, 2020). Besides cultural aspects
of performance context and apprenticeship, the small membrane
size of the gángan can be regarded as an additional organological
reason for the different speech surrogacy practices on the two
studied dùndún drums. With a much shorter sustain time—the
time during which the membrane keeps vibrating and sounding
after a stroke—the gángan membrane is limited in its possibilities
of performing glides, for which a long sustain time is
advantageous. Equally, its small size imposes limitations on
tuning and amplitude variations.

THE ÌYÁÀLÙ BÀTÁ SPEECH SURROGACY

Organology
The ìyáàlù bàtá is a large sized (ca. 80 cm length) bi-
membranophone drum with a conic wooden corpus. The
two membranes of the ìyáàlù bàtá are of different sizes and
are called ojú òjò, and s

_
ás
_
á, with their diameters measuring

around 35 and 20 cm, respectively. The membrane
attachment system of the bàtá drums consists of a net of
animal skin ropes connecting both membranes to each other.
Unlike the dùndún drum, the membrane attachment system
of the instruments of the bàtá family is tightly tied to the

FIGURE 3 | Ìyáàlù dùndún amplitude wave for the sentence “J’òwó sún mó mi. Ìlú we lo ti wá” (“Please come here. Where are you from?”).

FIGURE 4 | Ìyáàlù dùndún amplitude wave for the sentence “Lo sí ojà k’o bámi ra epo pupa” (“Go to the market and buy me palm oil”).

3See the spectral analysis of Yoruba vowels in the discussion on bàtá vowel
representations below.
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drum corpus. As a result, the drummer is not able to adjust
the drum’s tuning on the go.

The traditional bàtá ensemble consists of the ìyáàlù bàtá, the
omele bàtá, and either the omele méjì (omele ako and kúdi, tied
together), or the omele méta (omele ako, kúdi, and àdàmò, also
known as aféré, tied together). Like in the dùndún ensemble, a
second ìyáàlù might also be used to provide the èjìn. Both the
omele méjì or omele méta are played by one person, and only one
of the pairing is used in a bàtá ensemble (Oyelami, 1991;
Villepastour, 2010; Omojola, 2012). According to Euba (2011),
and corroborated by our informants, the omele méta is a recent
development in the bàtá drumming tradition, in response to the
wish to give the omele bàtá some liberty to perform independent
of the ìyáàlù. A third and different pitched drum was thus added,
so the omele méta can imitate the three tones of the Yoruba
language in achieving speech surrogacy, hence our choice of the
omele méta over the omele méjì for this study.

To achieve the desired deep sound of the ojú òjò, the large
skin of the ìyáàlù bàtá, a portion of a tuning paste called ìda is
stuck close to the center of the drum, forming a circle or a ring
around 3 mm thick and 5 cm wide. This paste is usually kept on
the membrane during storage, and drummers frequently make
small adjustments on the shape, placement or even amount of
paste applied to their drums, striving to achieve the
desired sound.

The instrument is carried on the drummer’s right
shoulder in horizontal position in front of the player,
approximately on the waist’s height, with the large skin
ojú òjò on the left, and the small skin s

_
ás
_
á on the right

side of the player. The playing technique of the ìyáàlù bàtá is
different for each membrane. The ojú òjò is played with the
bare hand using a palette of three basic strokes described
below. For the s

_
ás
_
á, a flexible strap of dry animal skin called

bílálà is used as beater.
The ojú òjò has the following playing techniques:

- Open tone: The four fingers of the flat (left) hand are held
together, hitting the membrane evenly and close to the drum
rim, bouncing back after the stroke. This allows the membrane
to vibrate freely, revealing the fundamental frequency of its
sound spectrum. This technique produces a low and
sustained sound.
- Muted tone: This stroke is similar to the open tone described
above, however, here the hand is maintained on the membrane
after the stroke, muting the skin. With this technique, the
membrane is not allowed to vibrate freely, cancelling the
fundamental frequency of its sound spectrum and
producing a muted sound with short sustain time.
- Slap: In this technique, the four fingers of the left hand are
held slightly spread and hard, striking the skin towards its
center, with the fingertips reaching the region covered by
the ìda paste. In this stroke, the membrane is muted both by
the fingers and by the region around the palm of the hand.
The combination of the whip-like finger technique and the
large contact surface between the player’s hand and the
membrane creates a bright and short sound of high
frequency spectrum.

The s
_
ás
_
á is played with the bílálà using one single technique, in

which the skin strip is embraced by the closed four fingers of the
right hand and supported by the stretched thumb. Themembrane
is hit hard by the bílálà with a quick wrist or lower arm
movement, producing a loud and high-pitched sound.

Basic Rules of the Ìyáàlù Bàtá Speech
Surrogacy
On the ìyáàlù bàtá, the Yoruba speech tones are generally
rendered using the three playing techniques of the ojù òjò
described above, with the open, mute and slap strokes
rendering the low, mid and high tones, respectively.

The following general regularities of the ìyáàlù bàtá speech
surrogacy were first described by Muraina Oyelami (1992), and
have been observed throughout our collected data with only rare
exceptions:

1. The three ojú òjò sounds (open tone O, mute tone M and slap
S) are assigned to the three tones of Yoruba language (ohùn
ìsàlè, àárín, and òkè, or do, re and mi) when performing
syllables containing the high vowels /i/ and /u/ (1a, 2a and 3a
on Figure 5).

2. The simultaneous playing (represented by the double line) of
the s

_
ás
_
á stroke Sa and one of the ojú òjò sounds is assigned to

the respective Yoruba tone when performing syllables
containing the non-high vowels /a/, /e/, /e

_
/, /o/ and /o

_
/,

(1, 2b, and 3b).
3. The s

_
ás
_
á stroke, when performed alone, is assigned to the

Yoruba tone mi, represented here as mi*, and can appear in
some situations described below (4a).

The s
_
ás
_
á stroke has two functions: 1) as a vowel intensity

marker, when performed additionally to an ojú òjò stroke; and 2)
as a high pitch (mi), when performed alone. In specific situations
shown below, this second function may overrule the first, when a
high-pitched syllable is represented by the s

_
ás
_
á stroke only, even

on syllables that would by default be represented by a joint ojú òjò
and s

_
ás
_
á strokes.

On the ìyáàlù bàtá, both membranes are attached to the two
ends of the same conic corpus, thus connected to each other by
the same air column. A clear pattern of resonation can be seen
between both membranes, causing their frequency spectra to
overlap and their sounds to blend in an optimal way. An aural
interpretation of this phenomenon would be, that on intense
vowels, the s

_
ás
_
á is added as to enhance the high frequency

spectrum of the ojú òjò sound.
Additionally to the rules above, the following situations have

proven to appear on a consistent basis:

1. Vowel sequences

Most double vowel sequences in spoken Yoruba require an
intonational continuity, or, in the case of H-L and L-H sequences,
an intonational glide. When rendering such double vowel
sequences on the ìyáàlù bàtá, both the ojú òjò stroke of the
high-pitched syllable and the (eventual) s

_
ás
_
á stroke of the low or
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mid pitched syllable are left out. This can happen both in upwards
(mid-high or low-high) sequences, as well in downwards (high-
mid and high-low) glides (Villepastour, 2010, p. 54).

2. Contractions

In spoken Yoruba, contractions between syllables and words
are frequent, such as in kí o—becoming ko. In these cases,
drummers represented either the full expression or the
contracted version. In one example, when asked to perform a
sentence containing the contraction ko in a sentence, as
pronounced by the researcher, the drummer opted to perform
the full expression kí o, which requires two, instead of one single
stroke. Following the handling of vowel sequences described
above, the syllable kí was performed on the s

_
ás
_
á only –

contradicting the “rule” that syllables containing the high
vowel /i/ are performed on the ojú òjò membrane, and the
syllable o was performed as a mute stroke on the ojú òjò, thus
dropping the s

_
ás
_
á stroke that would be otherwise required when

rendering a syllable on an non-high vowel /o/.

3. Contrast and compensation

In some cases, drummers may choose not to articulate (by not
playing a stroke on) one or a few syllables. This happens mostly
due to sound similarity (either by vowel, in CVV sequences, or by
pitch) to the preceding syllable(s), a procedure common also in
spoken Yoruba (Orie and Pulleyblank, 2002). After an omitted

syllable, a high-pitched syllable is likely to be represented by a
s
_
ás
_
á stroke only, regardless of its vowel. The function of this

transformation could be understood as a compensation of the
preceding omission, as rendering a high-pitched syllable on s

_
ás
_
á

only would enhance its contrast to the surrounding syllables.
Since a single s

_
ás
_
á stroke is always understood as a mi, regardless

of vowel, using this stroke after an omitted syllable could be
regarded as a way of reinforcing the pitch of the subsequently
played syllable.

A glance on a ìyáàlù bàtá spectrogram (Figure 6) reveals that
its speech surrogacy is based solely on combinations of the sounds
shown above:

The sustained low fundamental frequency of the open tone
can be recognized on the spectrogram above as a horizontal
line at the bottom of the sound spectrum (e.g., syllable Bàbá,
at the beginning of the sentence). The mute tone appears in
the shape of a white vertical line and slightly higher on the
spectrum, indicating an intense sound of short duration and
covering a rather wide range of medium-low frequencies
(e.g., the three syllables àga pupa in the end of the
phrase). The slap can be identified on the spectrogram as a
thin vertical line of low intensity and short duration, covering
a range of medium-high frequencies (e.g., syllable Bàbá, at
the second position). The s

_
ás
_
á strokes appear on the top of the

spectrum and can be visually distinguished from the ojú òjò
strokes as a range of intense high frequencies. From all
syllables on this sentence, only lórí and pupa are rendered
without the addition of the s

_
ás
_
á stroke, following the rule

FIGURE 5 | Graphic representation of the ìyáàlù bàtá speech surrogacy system.
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described on the table above regarding the representation of
syllables containing the vowels /i/ and /u/.

The Phonology of the Ìyáàlù Bàtá
Of the set of 12 sentences (version 1, in speech mode) performed
on the ìyáàlù bàtá for the present study, 51 of the 55 occurrences
of the vowels /i/ and /u/ (including the tonal variations /í/, /ì/, /ú/
and /ù/)) were performed according to the rules stated above,
proving this to be a consistent trait of the ìyáàlù bàtá speech
surrogacy. However, the fact that the ìyáàlù bàtá does not render
the language tones through pitch distinctions (as it is the case on
the dùndún speech surrogacy), but rather also through
contrasting sound spectra emerging from the different hand
playing techniques, leads to further questions regarding the
nature of the mapping between drum and language sounds
seen here.

Different from the low, mid and high pitches and their
contours as performed on the dùndún drum, which consist of
different frequency modulations of the same basic timbre, much
like the different keys of a piano, or different notes on a violin, the
basic sounds of the ìyáàlù bàtá are mapped to the Yoruba tones
based on their timbre. Timbre is acoustically described as a
combination of factors including attack and decay rates,
overtone structures (the sound spectrum), and wave shapes.
As such, it is not per se a matter of pitch, but of sound
quality, and thus phonetically closer to the characterization of
vowel sounds than to aspects of linguistic tone. Thus, the different
degrees to which the spectra of the open tone, the mute tone and
the slap of the ojú òjò contain the fundamental frequency of the
vibrating membrane (present virtually only in the open tone),

and its overtones (present in increasing degree on the mute tone
and slap), correspond acoustically to the overtone spectra
responsible for the distinction between vowels in ordinary
speech under the influence of formants. The question arising
from this observation is why and how pitch and timbre seem to
appear here as exchangeable representations of speech tone on
the drums.

One important hint can be extracted from the emic
perspective represented by our main bàtá informant, a master
drummer from the Ayan tradition, who opted to remain
anonymous. He states that the general practice is to play the
s
_
ás
_
á simultaneously with the ojú òjò anytime a word with ohùn

òkè (high pitch “mi”) is to be rendered, and that it is only on rare
occasions that a high-pitched syllable is performed only the ojú
òjò (personal communication on February 5, 2020). According to
him, this tends to happen during fast performance, as a
facilitating technique in quick rhythms. Thus, the connection
between drum strokes and vowel qualities that our dataset shows
is explained as a practical matter of performance speed.

This same apparent contradiction is visible in Villepastour’s
argumentation (2010, p. 51), whose main informant also
conceptualizes the playing of the ojú òjò slap sound without
the s

_
ás
_
á on high-pitched syllables as a matter of performance

tempo. Villepastour, in trying to understand the vowel height
representation on the ìyáàlù bàtá, refers to Hughes (2000)
observations on the usage of the so-called “nonsense-syllables”
in mnemonics of diverse musical styles across the globe,
defending some universals in the way (instrumental) musical
sounds are vocalized, whereby low sounds, e.g., large drums or
deep string registers, tend to be imitated by syllables containing

FIGURE 6 | Ìyáàlù bàtá spectrogram for the sentence “Bàbá àgbàlagbà kaán jókòó lórí àga pupa” (“there is an old man sitting on a red chair”).
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the vowels /i/ and /u/. Her justification for this mapping, is that
“while these (the /i/ and /u/) vowels take less time for a human to
utter, they also take less time for an alubàtá to play, as he only
uses the strong hand to do so” (Villepastour, 2010, p. 51). This
justification, while still lacking on quantifiable evidence, appears
to be in line with a specific native perspective on the bàtá speech
surrogacy, which links the dropping of the s

_
ás
_
á strokes in some

cases to concerns of performance tempo.
Yet, whereas time, according to the arguments above, seems to

be the central factor from the perspective of the physical processes
of sound production, an aural-acoustic approach offers an
alternative justification to the mapping between high-vowels
and the absent s

_
ás
_
á stroke evident in the data. Oyelami states

that “what they [the strokes on the ojú òjò only (without s
_
ás
_
á) and

the high vowels] have in common is the fact that the /i/ and /u/
are similar when you think of softness . . . when you don’t have
the bílálà together with it” (personal communication to
Villepastour, 2010, p. 49), arguing in favor of a mapping based
on sound perception and aural sensibility, rather than one based
on physical constrains of sound production.

It is relevant to ponder on what Oyelami could be in fact
alluding to, when referring to the “softness” of the vowels /i/ and
/u/. Besides being considered vowels of low intrinsic intensity – a
relevant factor for the ìyáàlù dùndún speech surrogacy, as
described above – the closed vowels /i/ and /u/ also share a
similar organization of their harmonics, or overtones, which
differs from the spectra of open or non-high vowels. The
image below (Figure 7) shows the contrast between the high

vowels /i/, /u/ and the non-high /a/ vowel as pronounced by a
Yoruba native speaker. It is noticeable that the overtone structure
of the /a/ vowel occupies a much higher frequency range, while the
spectra of the /i/ and /u/ vowels are more compact. Besides, both
the /i/ and /u/ spectra concentrate more energy on the first and
third overtones, which vibrate in a 2/1 and 4/1 harmonic ratio to
the fundamental, respectively, and are perceived as a consonance or
even as the same sound (unisono). The spectrum of the /a/ vowel,
instead, activates a higher number of frequencies of diverse, more
dissonant proportions. Both these characteristics of high
vowels–the more compact spectrum, and the concentration of
energy in more consonant overtones – contribute to a perceived
“softness,” when compared to the diffuse spectrum of non-high
vowels, which can be perceived as harsh or shrill.

Similarly, the spectral analysis of ìyáàlù bàtá strokes
(Figure 8) shows that, while ojú òjò strokes – as used to
render the /i/ and /u/ vowels – display a rather low and
compact overtone spectrum, the s

_
ás
_
á, commonly added to the

ojú òjò when performing all further (non-high) vowels, displays a
high and more diffuse spectrum.

While addressing this question, additionally, it has to be kept
in mind that the ìyáàlù bàtá is a two-headed conical drum (in
the Sachs-Hornbostel systematics of musical instruments:
211.252.818, Sachs et al., 1986, pp. 174–181), whereby each
membrane is at one end of the same (closed) air column. This
means that every vibration caused on one membrane will
naturally resonate on the opposite membrane, interfering with
its own vibration and causing the sound spectra of both

FIGURE 7 | Spectra of the vowels /i/, /u/ and /a/ as pronounced by a Yoruba native speaker.
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drumheads to merge. This is noticeable on the spectrogram
images of the different ìyáàlù bàtá stroke combinations,
showing that the frequency spectra of the s

_
ás
_
á and the ojú òjò

membrane do overlap each other partially on the mid region.
Thus, more than simply combined, the two independent
membrane sounds can be said to be acoustically intertwined.

The consideration of the spectral characteristics of the /i/ and
/u/ vowels in relation to this particular organological feature of
the ìyáàlù bàtá reveals that, while the imitation of the low, mid
and high speech tones on this drum is achieved by means of low,
mid and high spectra, respectively, its vowel representation maps
vowel spectra to actual drum sound spectra, imitating them
through their own acoustic means. This observation is crucial
in questioning Villepastour’s classification of the dùndún and the
bàtá drums as standing on opposite sides of a continuum between
“mimicking” and “encoding,” whereby the bàtá would rather
“encode” than “mimic” language (2010, p. 90). Understanding the
ìyáàlù bàtá as an “encoder” obscures the factual sound
similarities between language and drum sounds which underlie
its speech surrogacy system.

Yet, in spite of the sound similarities mentioned above, the
bàtá drum language is considered, even among Yoruba cultural
insiders, as difficult to understand, especially when compared to
the dùndún. The bàtá, then, is often referred to as an akólòlò, a
polysemous Yoruba term (Bello 2020), whose interpretation and
most adequate English translation itself have become subject of
discussion among scholars. Villepastour devotes a great deal of
attention to this term, refuting the translation of akólòlò by
Láoyè—himself a drummer, music researcher and Yoruba
king—as “stammerer” (Láoyè 1959 cited by Villepastour, 2010,
p. 122) and suggesting an interpretation as “the one who speaks in
a staccato manner” (Villepastour, 2010, p. 122), shifting the focus
to the acoustic impression of the bàtá drum language, which
consists indeed of sequences of short sounds, in contrast to the
sound continuum promoted by the long sustain time of the
dùndún.

However, the term kólòlò means more than “stammer” or
“stutter.” It is also used, for instance, for someone who, in spite of
having no speech impediment as such, is not articulate or
confident in speech, and especially someone not fluent in

FIGURE 8 | Spectra of ìyáàlù bàtá strokes.
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communicating in Yoruba Language. In other words, just as a
person who stammers due to a speech impediment is referred to as
“akólòlò,” so also is a person (native or non-native speaker) called
“akólòlò,” if they cannot express themselves clearly enough in
Yoruba Language for another native speaker of the language to
comprehend the message or communication easily and fully.
Yoruba scholars such as Euba (2011), Omojola (2012), and
Olatunji (2012), discussing the reason why the bàtá is called
akólòlò in Yoruba culture, support that the word akólòlò does
not imply that the bàtá has a speech impediment, but that a single
bàtá drum cannot independently communicate in Yoruba. This is
because, in the traditional performance setting of a bàtá ensemble,
the ìyáàlu bàtá is supported by the omele abo bàtá, whose player
“doubles” the ìyáàlù’s mute strokes with its own representation of
the mid speech tone, enhancing the intelligibility of the message.
Evidently, this combination of two drums played by two
drummers to render one same sentence can only be achieved
within performances of previously known texts, which is different
from the experimental approach pursued by the present study but
represents the majority of the conventional practice of a bàtá
ensemble. The semantic pluralism in the use of akólòlò in Yoruba
culture can be better understood by one of many rich Yoruba
proverbs—“b’ópé b’óyá, akólòlò á pe bàbá” (“eventually, a
stammerer will say the word father”). One of the proverb’s
interpretation is that a stammer can and will eventually
communicate his/her message, if given time, space, and
opportunity. In this context, the bàtá drum can and will talk if
given the time (it is longer and more difficult to comprehend the
bàtá drum text than the dùndún), space (the ìyáàlù bàtá engaging
different timbre on the ojú òjò and s

_
ás
_
á strokes for its speech

surrogacy), and opportunity (the ìyáàlù and omele abo bàtá
combining for complete communication of sentences).
According to this interpretation, bàtá drums are referred to as
“kólòlò” (stammers) not because they cannot “mimic” the Yoruba
Language, but because it is more difficult for a single bàtá to
communicate efficiently than it is for a single dùndún drum. This
is also one of the reasons why in Yoruba culture, the dùndún is
more popular for musical arts and speech communication than
the bàtá.

The Bàtá Players’ Perspective on Yoruba
Speech Tones
Yoruba speakers refer to the three speech tones as ohùn ìsàlè
(“low/down voice”), ohùn àárín “mid voice”), and ohùn òkè
(“high/upper voice”). However, in addition to these native terms,
Yoruba drummers also view and relate to these words in a native
acoustic concept, that is, the way it appears and sounds to them
from their drumming practice. For example, due to the deep
reverberations of the ohùn ìsàlè on the drums, they often refer to
such tones as “ohùn kèkè.” The kèkè is an onomatopoeic word
representing the bass acoustic reverberation, gotten from the
repetition of the Yoruba word “kè” (deep, bass sound) with a low
pitch. The ohùn àárín is referred to as kele, two words with the
same (mid pitch) tone sound, with the “le” being an
onomatopoeic word representing a similar or repeated soft
acoustic sound. The drummers refer to ohùn òkè as either

kúrún or aago (or agogo). In the Yoruba language, just as a
high pitch sound is perceived as kúrún (with two high pitch
syllables), any acoustic sound with high pitch is also said to “ró bíi
aago” (ring like a gong/bell). Similarly, a person (or instrument)
with a high-pitched voice is said to have a voice like a gong/bell
(al’óhùn bíi aago). Hence, both linguistically and acoustically, the
Yoruba people (speakers and drummers) conceive speech
intonation in their language and (drum) music both in space
(ohùn ìsàlè, àárín, and òkè) and sound (ohùn kèkè, kele, and
kúrún or aago).

The Secret Language E
_
ná Bàtá

Ȩnà bàtá is a secret language used by bàtá players and plays a
major role in Villepastour’s monograph on bàtá speech
surrogacy. Villepastour presents ȩnà bàtá as a “formal
language” that acts as an “interface” (p. 107) between spoken
Yoruba and the “machine language” (idem) represented by the
bàtá drum speech rendering. This view, however, is contested by
Euba (2011, p. 518), who considers the e

_
ná bàtá to be of lesser

importance for the speech surrogacy on bàtá drums.
Villepastour’s account of the e

_
ná bàtá does not constitute a

proof of the necessity of this artificial language for the praxis of
bàtá speech surrogacy. On the contrary, the linguistic information
contained in sentences played on a ìyáàlù bàtá can be regarded as
even closer to its spoken equivalent in Yoruba language, than its
e
_
ná bàtá version. Although Villepastour’s main informant,
Ayandokun, seems to employ ȩnà bàtá systematically as an
important step in the translation from a spoken into a
drummed phrase, Villepastour does not extensively argue for
the need she sees “for an interface (that is, an intermediate
language) between the natural language of Yorùbá and the
machine language of the bàtá” (Villepastour, 2010, p. 108). As
a form of “oral notation” (Kubik, 2010), it is clear that e

_
ná bàtá,

when used for this purpose, can facilitate the memorizing and
teaching of a specific drum pattern. However, it cannot be
regarded as a linguistically necessary step for the production
the bàtá drum language as such, but as an – undoubtedly
interesting and culturally important—related subject.

Instead of a crucial interface between spoken Yoruba and the
bàtá drum language, as postulated by Villepastour, we propose
that e

_
ná bàtá could be better understood as a helpful method for

teaching and memorizing and as a specific form of code talking
(Isola, 1982), which is a common practice among the Yoruba. In
this sense, in e

_
ná bàtá, bàtá drummers may be taking advantage

of one aspect of their art when transforming the Yoruba language
to create their own form of code talking.

THE OMELE BÀTÁ SPEECH SURROGACY

The omele bàtá consists of three small sized drums (ca. 20 cm
height) that are bound together and hung with a strap on the
drummer’s shoulder. The construction of the three drums is
identical and resembles a miniature version of the larger bi-
membranophones of the bàtá family, such as the ìyáàlù bàtá
discussed in this study, featuring the same drum shape, type of
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drumhead and rim, as well as a similar attachment system with
animal skin. In spite of having two membranes, the drums are
carried vertically in front of the player, whereby only the up-
facing larger membranes are played. The membranes are hit with
two flexible strips of dried animal skin called bílálà, identical to
the one used to hit the s

_
ás
_
á (small membrane) of the ìyáàlù bàtá.

Unlike the dùndún drums discussed above, the tuning of the
drums of the bàtá family is fixed, and no changes of tuning can be
undertaken by the player on the go. However, a tuning paste
called ìda, made from tree resin and charcoal, is applied to the
center of two of the larger membranes of two of the drums,
lowering their pitches. Normally, drummers will check the tuning
before playing, and adjust the position, shape and, if necessary,
also the quantity of ìda applied to each drum, in order to get the
desired sound.

Basic Rules
The speech surrogacy of the omele bàtá can be said to unite some
of the advantages of both the dùndún and the ìyáàlù bàtá drums.
With three different membranes tuned to three contrasting
pitches, the omele bàtá is able to represent the three tones of
the Yoruba language by means of pitch differences. In this aspect,
omele bàtá sounds can be considered acoustically closer to spoken
Yoruba than the speech surrogacy of the ìyáàlù bàtá, which
represents tone by means of contrasting sound spectra. Moreover,
the possibility of striking twomembranes simultaneously with the
2 bílálà allows the drummer to partially apply the i-and-u-rule
described above for the ìyáàlù bàtá. However, these rules are
applied less consistently on the omele bàtá than on the ìyáàlù
bàtá.

Different from the ìyáàlù bàtá, the omele bàtá is also used to
render the /r/ consonant by means of rapid flam strokes (rapid
sequence of two strokes on the same membrane, one hand after
the other). Although this trait is observed in our dataset only on
the high-pitched membrane (mi), our informants support that it
can occur in the mid and low membranes as well.

General regularities of the omele bàtá speech surrogacy:

1. The three drums (omele ako, kúdi, and àdàmò) are assigned to
the three Yoruba speech tones (ohùn ìsàlè, àárín, and òkè),
representing the L, M, and H speech tones (do, re and mi) (1a,
2a and 3a on Figure 9).

2. When two of the drums are played simultaneously (double
lines), the combinations H-L and H-M render the speech tones
do and re, respectively, in non-high vowels.

3. For the speech tones do and re, when rendering syllables
containing the soft vowels /i/ and /u/, the representations in
rule 1 are preferred.

4. Syllables on high speech tone containing intense vowels are
mostly rendered as a double stroke on the high-pitched
membrane (3b)

5. The double mi stroke (3b) can also be played sequentially in a
quick rhythm, rendering the /r/ consonant in a high-pitched
syllable.

When considering the rules above, it is noticeable that the
omele bàtá, as a more recently created instrument, displays a

speech surrogacy system easily relatable to the playing patterns of
the ìyáàlù bàtá, which relies largely on the parallel playing of two
membranes to render vowel height. On the omele, the high-
pitchedmembrane, just like the s

_
ás
_
á on the ìyáàlù, serves a double

function, acting both as a representation of the high speech tone,
and as a vowel quality marker on non-high vowels. However,
three fundamental differences between the two drums should be
highlighted here. Firstly, the omele bàtá, with three independent
membranes, is able to render speech tone through actual pitch
distinctions, i.e., through distinct fundamental frequencies. On
the ìyáàlù bàtá, as mentioned before, this differentiation is largely
based on timbre—i.e., sound spectra. Secondly, the omele consists
of three independently constructed drums, which are not
attached to each other but through the carrying strap. Thus,
they are also acoustically largely independent from each other,
causing their sounds, when played simultaneously, not to merge
with each other in the same way the ojú òjò and s

_
ás
_
á sounds of the

ìyáàlù bàtá do. Thirdly, on the omele bàtá, the three membranes
have similar sounds, varying virtually only in the pitch they are
tuned to. Therefore, when played simultaneously, they tend to
sound like an interval (i.e., the simultaneous playing of two
pitches or “notes” in the conventional sense of Western music
theory), instead as two complementary timbres, as it is the case on
the ìyáàlù bàtá.

Villepastour (2010, p. 89) argues that as a speech surrogate,
the omele bàtá is advantageous over the ìyáàlù bàtá. Her
reasoning is based mostly on the fact that the omele bàtá
renders speech tones by means of actual pitch distinctions,
which leads, arguably, to more clearly distinguishable
representations of speech tone. On this instrument,
additionally, it is possible to render the /r/ consonant.
However, the differences listed above indicate that the omele
bàtá is not fully capable of imitating vowel spectra, as seen on the
ìyáàlù bàtá. The high pitched s

_
ás
_
á of the ìyáàlù bàtá appears to

complement the high frequency spectrum on intense vowels,
which is not fully applicable for the omele bàtá. On the omele
bàtá, unlike the ìyáàlù bàtá, single sounds of individual
membranes do not merge, but are rather perceived as
intervals, which is distant from the original aurally rooted
system of vowel imitation of the ìyáàlù bàtá. This means that
the vowel rendering technique of the omele bàtá could be
understood as a formal device borrowed from the ìyáàlù bàtá
technique, employing similar sound connections, yet without its
underlying aural groundwork. It may be concluded that the omele
bàtá is used to (partially) implement phonological distinctions
originating from an aural effect that is not present on this instrument.

EXAMPLE OF FULL SENTENCE ANALYSIS

Our main aim in this study was to provide adequate data for
comparing the speech surrogacy of the most popular Yoruba
“talking” drums. Our dataset is made up of renditions of 12
different sentences on the gángan, ìyáàlù dùndún, ìyáàlù bàtá and
omele bàtá. In this sectionwe illustrate these renditions for the sentence
“Bàbá àgbàlagbà kaán jókòó lórí àga pupa” (“Father – old – a certain –
sits on – chair – red” or “there is an old man sitting on a red chair”).
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In this sentence, both recordings of dùndún drums display a
similar overall melodic pattern with a clear correspondence between
speech syllables and drum strokes. However, some differences
between the patterns played demonstrate how dùndún players
can choose between the representation of distinct phonological
features in rendering one drummed phrase and how the distinct
sizes of the ìyáàlù dùndún and the gángan affect their acoustic
possibilities when mimicking Yoruba speech (Table 2).

The words “Bàbá àgbàlagbà kaán” are rendered in the same
way in both dùndún samples:

- “Bàbá” is represented with an upwards gliding pitch in both
versions [do][∧ mi].
- Both drummers represented the vowel sequence “Bàbá àgbà”
by slowly dropping the tuning tension without a new onset
before the next syllable, thus creating a ligature between the
high pitch [∧ mi] and the following pitch (∨ do).
- Both drummers represented the word “kaán” (“a certain”)
with an upwards gliding pitch. The gángan version includes a
prolonged pause after this syllable.
- Both versions differ on the representation of “jókòó”. The ìyáàlù
dùndún version features a slow upwards glide [do](∧mi), whereas
the gángan version seems not to represent the last rising contour of
the word but with an extended pause after the low [do].
- The ìyáàlù dùndún version represents the /r/ in “lórí àga” by
performing the pitches [mi][do] on a fast bouncing (double)
stroke. This representation is left out on the gángan version.
- On the ìyáàlù dùndún version, the /u/ vowel in “pupa” is
rendered with a softer sound than the surrounding words. On
the gángan version, no such intensity contrast is found.

Both bàtá drums, as played by the same drummer, largely rely on
the basic rules of syllable-tone-pitch correspondence and the i-u-rule
as described above. The few exceptions are interesting and reveal some
phonologically relevant features of the bàtá speech surrogacy. Notably,
two very distinct applications of rhythmically shorter strokes, or
“flams”, can be observed in the ìyáàlù bàtá versions (Table 3).

- On the ìyáàlù bàtá, all syllables were performed according to
the i-u-rule described, with the exception of the strokes
involved in glides (see below). On the omele bàtá, the rule
is applied to only one third of the strokes. The basic
correspondence between syllable speech tone and played
stroke is observed throughout both recordings.
- The ìyáàlù bàtá version renders the vowel sequence “Bàbá
àgbà” with a flam from the s

_
ás
_
á [mi] and ojú òjò slap [mi] to

the ojú òjò [do] (open tone). Seemingly, the short rhythmic
figure is used here to represent the vowel sequence.
- Both versions feature a longer pause after “kaán”. This could
be a way of representing the rising intonation of this word, as
seen on both the dùndún and spoken versions of the sentence, as
well as the prolonged duration of this word due to the nasal /n/.
- Both versions use quick rhythms in the representation of the
/r/ in “lórí àga”. In the ìyáàlù version, due to the presence of
the /i/ vowel, this is achieved through a quick movement from
the slap to the open tone (ojú òjò), a technically demanding
stroke sequence at this speed.
- Both versions render the syllable “jókòó” on a single stroke, in
a similar fashion to the gángan version, whereby the last high
pitch contour is not displayed with a sound (e.g., a flam), but
rather with the insertion of a pause after the low pitch.

FIGURE 9 | Graphic representation of the omele bàtá speech surrogacy system.
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TABLE 3 | Transcriptions of the sentence “Bàbá àgbàlagbà kaán jókòó lórí àga pupa” (“there is an oldman sitting on a red chair”) on the bàtá drums. (A)Omele bàtá. (B) Ìyáàlù
bàtá.

TABLE 2 | Transcriptions of the sentence “Bàbá àgbàlagbà kaán jókòó lórí àga pupa” (“there is an old man sitting on a red chair”) on the dùndún drums. (A) Ìyáàlú dùndún. (B)
Gángan.

FIGURE 10 | Omele bàtá spectrogram for the sentence “Bàbá àgbàlagbà kaán jókòó lórí àga pupa” (“there is an old man sitting on a red chair”).
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- The spectrogram of the omele bàtá version (Figure 10) shows a
great rhythmic regularity (average IOI—Inter Onset Intervals),
with clearly longer IOI after “kaán” (re with rising pitch) and
“kòó” (vowel sequence with upwards glide on the same vowel),
and a shorter time interval rendering the /r/ consonant. Apart
from these exceptions, all IOI are virtually equal.
- Similarly, the rhythm used in the ìyáàlù bàtá (see Figure 6)
version is constant, being interrupted by the flams and
prolonged pauses mentioned above. One additional pause
can be seen after “àgbàlagbà” for a reason that is yet unclear.

The analysis of this sentence, as recorded by three drummers ad
hoc, without knowing the sentences in advance or having
substantial time for preparation, shows that the regularities
described above largely apply on their drum performances. On
the dùndún drums, both drummers respected the basic tone
contours of Yoruba. As expected, both versions differ in their
use of glides and of the double stroke on the imitation of the /r/
consonant. Furthermore, the gángan version does not differentiate
between vowel intensities. Similarly, the bàtá versions largely obey
to the regularities demonstrated above, with the omele bàtá
versions proving to apply the vowel related rules less regularly.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The dùndún and bàtá drums that were discussed in this paper
differ in their organological features and sound production.
Accordingly, in spite of being both used as speech surrogates,
they differ in their means of doing so. The dùndún drums have a
flexible tuning system and can be used to quite accurately depict
the tonal inflections of spoken Yoruba. The ìyáàlù bàtá has fixed
membranes and therefore cannot perform gliding tones in the
same fashion. Nonetheless, the richness of the ìyáàlù bàtá timbre
enables the differentiation between vowel qualities through the
distinct sounds emerging from diverse playing techniques and
their combinations. By contrast, the dùndún employs a single
playing technique, with the opá producing a uniform timbre over
the whole tonal range of the instrument. Accordingly, these
drums cannot be used to distinguish between vowels through
timbre, and they mark the difference in vowel intensity by means
of amplitude. The omele bàtá is only able to produce three
different sounds and their combinations, but its speech
surrogacy practices represent both tonal aspects of spoken
Yoruba and some vowel distinctions. Additionally, each of the
three types of drums is able to imitate the sounds of language
relating to specific constraints of time, for instance using flams
and re-bouncing strokes to resemble the sound of the rolling
tongue when of pronouncing an /r/, or prolonging sounds or
pauses to mark, for instance, the length of a nasal coda consonant.
In our analysis, we have focused on the organological features and
playing techniques of the studied drums, on the way they favor
certain phonological elements of the Yoruba language over
others. Thus, we propose that drums are not placed along a
continuum between “encoding” and “mimicking”, as supported
by Villepastour (2010, p. 90) but rather between their tendencies
to address and modulate each of the intrinsic characteristics of

language sounds: intensity, pitch, duration and spectral
composition4 when imitating the sounds of spoken Yoruba
language (Figure 11).

The ìyáàlù dùndún addresses both the tonal inflections of
Yoruba and the intensity contrasts between vowels by modulating
both pitch and intensity (amplitude) when mimicking them. The
gángan, due to its smaller membrane, is less capable of modulating
amplitude, but still derives its speech surrogacy from the direct
imitation of speech tones and their inflections. The ìyáàlù bàtá,
although it can hardly mimic the three speech tones, is capable of
imitating vowel spectra thanks to a nuanced playing technique and
the advantages on a conic drum corpus acting as a closed air column
between the two membranes. The omele bàtá, finally, with three
membranes tuned to different pitches, is used to imitate the three
speech tones of Yoruba language directly. The omele bàtá is also able
to mimic to some extent the vowel characterizing system of the
ìyáàlù bàtá, however without relying on a nuanced modulation of
sound spectra. Furthermore, it is needless to say that duration—be it
in form of musical rhythm, or when imitating the /r/ consonant – is
one element of speech or musical sound necessarily present and
modulated in any form of speech or music.

It can be observed that the notions of pitch height, tone
spectrum and vowel quality are deeply intertwined in the
speech surrogacy systems of the Yoruba “talking” drums. They
may be regarded as reflecting an oral culture with high aural
sensibility but without the need for a theoretical dissociation of
these single acoustic concepts. Furthermore, the great acoustic
sensibility in oral cultures (Ong, 1982) offers the possibility to
understand drum languages not as surrogates that imitate
established (i.e., consciously formalized) language structures,
but rather as technologies capable themselves of participating
in making these structures tangible. Inasmuch as phonetics and
phonology areWestern disciplines devoted to the systematization
of knowledge around language sounds, drum language systems
such as the Yoruba dùndún and bàtá systems are themselves
native, concrete strategies of systematization of language sounds

FIGURE 11 | Placement of the studied drums according to their
addressing of pitch, amplitude, duration and spectrum.

4Lexicon of Linguistics, art. “Intrinsic Characteristics” <https://lexicon.hum.uu.
nl/?lemma�Intrinsic+characteristics&lemmacode�1223&lemma�Intrinsic+
characteristics&lemmacode�1223> (downloaded on 08.01.2021).
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through their transformation and reinterpretation within the
acoustic systems made possible by the organological features
of musical instruments and their playing techniques. We may
therefore view the transformation of sound from speech to drum
as a platform of developing a native theory of language, in which
the sounds of language are reconsidered inside the framework of
an artificial instrument, which helps to represent native
introspective aspects of spoken language.

In his early account of the Yoruba drum languages, Ulli
Beier seems to find necessary to state that “the talking drum
does not use a kind of Morse system, as imagined by most non-
Africans” (Beier, 1954, p. 30), showing that the perhaps most
natural assumption made by a (Western) outsider, when first
confronted with a seemingly unintelligible practice of speech
surrogacy, is that it must contain a specific secret “code” to be
revealed. The Yoruba drum languages presented here,
however, as we hope to have shown, do not rely on any
hermetic coding process, but on the outstandingly
cultivated aural sensibility of both drummers and listeners,
who are able to navigate and creatively employ diverse
relations of sound similarity between the language they
speak and the drums they play.
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